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The new ACCUMATION- 
vibration feeder changing system 

In plug setting machines with several 
plug types the problem is usually that  
it is necessary to convert the vibration 
feeder for each plug type.  
This requires a lot of time and is  
susceptible to errors during set-up. 

This is where the new ACCUMATION  
changing system comes in because  
it exchanges not only the sorting  
attachment but also the entire  
vibration feeder with all the sensors 
and air nozzles.
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Benefit from  
the advantages:

+ Faster change to a different   
 plug type

+ No need to set wear parts, 
 light barriers or air nozzles after   
 changing the product

+ No tedious emptying of the   
 vibration feeder necessary 
 when changing types

+ Optimal ergonomics when 
 changing vibration feeders

+ Safe transport and storage 
 of the vibration feeders that 
 are not needed

ACCUMATION has developed a new  
changing system for plug setting  
machines with several types of pluggs. 

Time-consuming and incorrect fitting are thus  
a thing of the past. When are you going to change?
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EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
Machines (design + construction)  
for the production of:

 h Starter batteries
 h Traction batteries
 h Industrial batteries

And we can do even more for you:

Thanks to our integration into  
the PÜTZ GROUP and the resulting  
synergy effects we are able to offer 
you not only battery production  
machines but also the appropriate 
testing technology to test surfaces,  
for dimensional accuracy and  
completeness. 
 

We offer comprehensive services  
and know-how:

 h Worldwide technical  
 and customer services

 h Many years of experience  
 in battery plant construction

 h Individual system solutions  
 for your production

 h In-depth advice and portfolio  
 analysis on site

ASK US NOW!

Thomas Ohl
Branch Manager
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The changing cart can be moved to the frame with 
the required vibration feeder and pushed in.

Once the base plate arrives at the front limit stop the quick release clamps can be attached and the modular 
plug connected. The changing cart can be removed and the machine is ready to produce with a new plug 
type.  


